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Color wash
By DIANE COWEN
Spring blooms are always a welcome sight in March. Here are some bright, fresh home goods that remind us of the season.

Nelson Coconut chair

Upbeat Table Lamp

George Nelson designed his
Coconut Lounge Chair in 1955,
and Herman Miller offers it
today in sustainable materials
with a polymer hull on a bent
steel base. $3,595;
hermanmiller.com

Currey and Company's
Upbeat Table Lamp, standing 31
inches tall, comes in antique
white, yellow, orange and teal.
$387-20; lightology.com

Kapsel sofa
Danish designer Chris
Halstrom wanted to create a
big, relaxing sofa in her first
collection for Design Within
Reach, and the Kapsel sofa is
the result. $5,595; dwr.com

About A Lounge 87
The About A Lounge 87,
created by Danish designer Hee
Welling, has a soft, sculpted
seat and a chrome or
powder-coated steel base.
$1,495; hay.dk

Bead Baskets
Artisans in Nepal make
these Bead Baskets using
hand-rolled felt balls woven
into colorful graphic patterns.
$195; hay.dk

Marbled pillow
The marbled effect on Anaya
Home's linen pillows comes
from the Japanese
Suminagashi technique of
placing drops of ink onto water.
The 20-inch pillow comes in
turquoise, pink and gray. $50;
anayahome.com
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Milo Aluminum 1065
Louis A. Lara designed the
Milo Aluminum 1065 to work
indoors and out, easily
repositioned as either a laptop
stand or mobile side table.
$555; at at Danish
Inspirations, 2775 Fondren;
Cantoni, 9889 Westheimer; and
bdiusa.com

Formr shelves and
tables
Formr reduces construction
waste and teaches skills to
people who were formerly
incarcerated. Products include
wall-mount shelves, a laptop
desk/side table and candle
holders in a variety of sizes and
colors. $99-$269; theformr.com

Enameled oyster shell
Michael Aram's Ocean Reef
Oyster Shell enameled bowl is
large enough to hold a bottle of
bubbly. $525;
michaelaram.com

Ombre linen napkins
Michael Aram uses softly
evolving blues and grays in
his After the Storm ombre
linen dinner napkins. $90 for
a set of 4; michaelaram.com
and Neiman Marcus

